
W e all crave (and require!) sleep. Most Americans simply don’t get enough 
of it, and firefighters’ atypical schedules make them especially prone to 
sleepless nights.

It’s easy to forget the importance of sleep, so consider this about your nightly 
ritual: However much you look forward to the peaceful, restful, blissful sleep 
ahead, your body has another goal in mind. While your consciousness tunes out, 
your body commences a several-hour routine of rejuvenation, maintenance and 
circadian clock-timing. It could be said that sleep regulates everything happening 

in our bodies and minds.

STUDY ORIGINS
Firefighters are keenly aware of how sleep deprivation a!ects them when it comes 

to activity levels, alertness, motivation and logic—but only on an individual level. 
So the questions become, what do we know about these relationships and how do 
they a!ect firefighter on-the-job behaviors?

To explore these questions, in the summer of 2010, we—Alissa Miller of Wash-
ington State University, Pullman, and Stacey Rucas, PhD, of California Polytech-

nic State University, San Luis Obispo—embarked on a research project with the 
CAL FIRE- Riverside Unit and Riverside County (Calif.) Fire Depart-

ment firefighters to test the relationship between sleep quantity and 
quality and various behaviors in firefighters. "is article will 

highlight one topic in particular: how sleep a!ects impulsivity 
in firefighters.

GAUGING IMPULSIVITY
Impulsivity tends to get a bad rap by psychologists. 

And why not? After all, it’s a symptom of an 
astounding array of psychological disorders, 

ranging from behavioral to emotional or 
cognitive impairments, Attention Defi-

cit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) 
being a prime example. Even the very 
definition of impulsivity—to act 
without thinking—echoes amorality. 

To test for the impulsivity warning 
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signs, a typical psychologist would ask how well you identify with 
a battery of statements, such as, “I often do things on impulse that 
I later regret” and “I would like to go SCUBA diving.” You may 
have immediately noticed a potential problem here: "e questions 
hint that di!erent psychological traits—in this case, urgency vs. 
sensation-seeking—are being used to test impulsiveness. 

In fact, this impulsivity test actually lumps together four separate 
but related psychological dimensions into a single, all-encompass-
ing measure. "ese four dimensions:

1.  High urgency (includes the motivation to “do it now”);
2.  Low premeditation (to act without thinking things through);
3.  Low perseverance (inability to stay on task and complete activi-

ties); and
4.  High sensation-seeking (inclination to engage in risky activities).
As researchers, we are unconvinced that these four unique dimen-

sions should be collapsed together, because each dimension may 
cause firefighters to behave di!erently. 

So what does this mean for you? "e influence of too much or 
too little sleep, or being sleep-deprived for several nights in a row, a 
concept known as sleep debt, impacts impulsive tendencies in dif-
ferent ways. Additionally, contrary to popular thought, impulsivity 
is not always a bad thing. For example, if a couple awakens due to 
a fire but cannot motivate themselves to climb out the window to 
safety, the lack of impulse could result in injury or death. 

To further investigate these tradeo!s, we engaged 80 willing 
participants (both male and female) from the Riverside Unit in 
a battery of online impulsivity tests and questionnaires pertain-
ing to self-reported nightly averages of sleep quantity and quality. 
Demographic variables such as age, sex, income, job title and years 
on the job were also obtained and used as control variables in sta-
tistical analysis. Regression analysis was used to test whether sleep 
significantly impacts individual impulsivity scores.

We expected to find that a lower quantity and quality of sleep 
would result in higher impulsivity scores. "is is because most indi-
viduals should only be willing to subject themselves to continuous 
sleep deprivation in the presence of risky, dangerous or other types 
of environments that may signal uncertainty. 

STUDY FINDINGS
It’s no surprise that the firefighting career is subject to these condi-
tions, and this fact should result in a whole-scale redistribution 
of decision-making processes, essentially emphasizing the value of 
acting now over later.

Our research showed that, in short, sleep-deprived people tend 
to see the time needed to make decisions as more costly than they 
do when they have su#cient sleep, resulting in more impulsive 
behaviors, all due to the fact that the immediate (not future) cir-
cumstances require urgent and rapid decisions and actions.

Additionally, as expected, our data analysis confirmed that, 
regardless of age, firefighters who sleep more and have higher qual-
ity sleep generally exhibit lower overall impulsivity scores. How-
ever, there may be reasons to expect that sleep quantity and quality 
will have varying e!ects on the di!erent dimensional concepts of 
impulsivity bulleted above. Most importantly, what is expected is 
that to be urgent and sensation-seeking (characteristics 1 and 4) 
trades o! against premeditation and perseverance (characteristics 2 

Regulate your melatonin secretion (the hormone that 
induces sleep propensity and drowsiness) with the follow-
ing tips:

s��!�HOT�SHOWER�BEFORE�BED�WILL�RAISE�MELATONIN��MAKING�
YOU�SLEEPIER�

s��%XPOSURE�TO�BRIGHT�SUNLIGHT�DURING�THE�DAYTIME�WILL�RESULT�
IN�LATER�INCREASES�IN�MELATONIN�AT�DARKNESS��4HEREFORE��
A�DAILY�OUTDOOR�DUTY�REGIME�COULD�BE�HELPFUL�

s��4HE� SLEEP� ENVIRONMENT� SHOULD� REMAIN� AS� DARK� AS�
POSSIBLE�TO�REGULATE�YOUR�MELATONIN�PROlLE��AS�DOSE
DEPENDENT� NIGHTTIME� LIGHT� EXPOSURE� CAN� SUPPRESS�
MELATONIN�SECRETION��)F�YOU�lND�THAT�LIGHTS�ARE�OFTEN�
mIPPED�ON�BY�OTHERS�WHILE�YOU�RE�SLEEPING��INVEST�IN�A�
COMFORTABLE�EYE�MASK�

s��$EVELOP� A� SLEEP� SCHEDULE� AND� STICK� TO� IT�� THEREBY�
DEVELOPING�A�SOLID�SLEEP�RHYTHM�

Other Sleep Tips:
s��!VOID�ALL�mUIDS��AND�ESPECIALLY�CAFFEINATED�BEVERAGES	�

AT�LEAST���HOURS�BEFORE�BEDTIME�
s��0ERFORM�MEDITATIONS�OR�OTHER�RITUALS�DESIGNED�TO�LOWER�

STRESS�
s��3ET�YOUR�ROOM�TEMPERATURE�BETWEEN���n���DEGREES�
s��!VOID�DOING�OTHER�ACTIVITIES�IN�YOUR�STATION�BED�BEYOND�

SLEEPING��I�E���NO�LAPTOPS��46�OR�EATING	��)N�OTHER�WORDS��
DESIGNATE�YOUR�BED�FOR�SLEEP�ONLY�

s��4HE�DEPRESSANT�EFFECTS�OF�ALCOHOL�MAKE�IT�ATTRACTIVE�TO�
SOME�AS�A�SLEEP�AIDE��HOWEVER��THE�EFFECTS�ARE�SHORT
LIVED�AND�ACTUALLY�INTERRUPT�DEEPER�SLEEP�

s��%XERCISE�GREATLY�PROMOTES�BETTER� SLEEP��BUT�MUST�BE�
DONE�NO�LATER�THAN���HOURS�BEFORE�SLEEP�

s��-OST�PRESCRIPTION�SLEEP�AIDES�ARE�HABITFORMING�WITH�
SERIOUS� SIDE� EFFECTS�� INCLUDING� IMPAIRED� JUDGMENT��
%XHAUST�ALL�OTHER�WAYS�OF�IMPROVING�SLEEP�BEFORE�TURN
ING�TO�THIS�OPTION�

Examples of Innovative Technological Solutions to Better 
Sleep 

s��!�HIGHTECH�PILLOW�THAT�PULLS�HEAT�AWAY�FROM�YOUR�FACE�
WHILE�SLEEPING�COULD�BE�PARTICULARLY�EFFECTIVE�FOR�lRE
lGHTERS�WHO�FEEL�LIKE�THE�ROOM�IS�TOO�HOT�TO�PROMOTE�
GOOD�SLEEP�

s��3ILK� SLEEPING� BAGS� MAY� PROMOTE� COMFORT�� ARE� EASILY�
PACKABLE�AND�CAN�TRAVEL�ANYWHERE�

s��7HITE� NOISE� MACHINES� CAN� MASK� BACKGROUND� NOISE�
DISTRACTIONS�

4IPS�FOR�REGULATING�YOUR�SLEEP�
RHYTHMS���OBTAINING�SOUND�SLEEP�
BOTH�IN�THE�STATION���AT�HOME

IMPROVE 
YOUR SLEEP
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and 3). Here’s why: When you’re being awoken, your 
bodily and psychological systems are anticipating risk 
and threats, which for firefighters, are fires and other 
emergencies. Upon awakening, you’re subsequently 
motivated to act quickly with an inclination toward 
some level of risk in order to accomplish survival tasks, 
such as saving lives while protecting your own life and 
those of your fellow comrades.

But with the need to act quickly and discount the 
future costs of such urgent decision-making, premedita-
tion is largely abandoned in the interest of saving time. 
Sleep-deprived individuals should also tend to aban-
don singular tasks, instead focusing on multi-tasking or 
rapid task switching, so that they can better deal with 

the unpredictable nature of the current environmental 
threat. "is is otherwise known as low perseverance. 

Contrary to prevailing wisdom, our data indicated that 
while lack of sleep for worry-related insomnia resulted in 
lower perseverance, lack of sleep from greater call volume 
actually increased perseverance, indicating that lack of 
sleep from worrying could be treated psychologically dif-
ferent than risk-related insomnia, or that firefighters may 
experience fewer negative e!ects on task perseverance 
than those su!ering from lack of sleep from worrying.

THE TAKEAWAY
What can be gleaned from these outcomes? More sleep 
and better quality sleep will tend to make you more 

premeditative and possibly more persever-
ant; however, it will cost you in urgency 
and risk inclination. And unfortunately, if 
you can’t be motivated to act, then negative 
outcomes during emergency events could 
occur. On the other hand, plenty of data 
also indicates that more impulsive people 
have more accidents—something we plan 
to investigate further.

With our findings in mind, we o!er the 
following suggestions: Be aware of your 
sleep patterns, and understand that sleep 
profoundly a!ects decisions and choices. 
Contextual knowledge of these relationships 
could improve on-the-job safety among 
firefighters who choose to consciously alter 
on-shift behaviors in response to what 
they now know about the relationship of 
impulsivity to sleep deprivation. Also, you 
may need to adjust your sleeping routine in 
order to maximize your safety and the safety 
of those around you, allowing you to strike 
a better balance between urgency and risk 
inclination on the one side and premedita-
tion and perseverance on the other.
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Authors’ Notes: We would like to extend our grati-
tude to all those who participated and aided in the 
success of this project. We are sincerely thankful. 
We would also like to thank the CAL FIRE/County 
Fire San Luis Obispo (Calif.) Unit for their contin-
ued support and for partaking in the pilot sleep 
and behavior study.

This research is part of a larger project aimed 
at investigating the impacts of sleep deprivation on 
firefighter behavior and health. Both authors con-
tinue to collaborate on future research projects 
that further the understanding of human sleep in 
ecological and behavioral contexts.
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